Nonetheless, due to its importance, various heuristics and ad hoc methods have been developed over recent years to obtain This paper discusses nonlinear optimization techniques in r e suboptimal solutions to (D). Methods 
INTRODUCTION minimize dTx
( D ) subject to d(z) < 0, cally difficult, produced unsatisfactory results. Again this is probably due to the lack of second order information.
. .
B ( z ) = 0,
In 19,171, we therefore proposed a different approach to (D), again based on nonlinear optimization techniques. The augwhere d is a given vector, z denotes the vector of deci-mented Lagrangian method from nonlinear optimization was sion variables, A(z) is an a 5 n e Symmetric matrix func-successfully extended to program (D). The d a c u l t nontion, 5 0 means negative semidefinite, and a nonlinear linear constraints were incorporated into an augmented Lamatrix-dued function, which in many cases is bilinear in z. grangian function, while the LMI constraints, due to their
In the present paper we =e primarily interested in robust linear strncture, were kept explicitly during Optimization. gain-scheduling control design, but a variety of other design problems may be cast in the form (D). Without aiming at completeness, let us just mention examples like fixed or The disadvantage of the augmented Lagrangian method is reduced-order 312 and 3 1 , synthesis, robust control synthesis that its convergence is at best linear. The present investiwith different classes of scalings, robust control design with gation therefore aims at adapting methods with better conparameter-dependent Lyapunov functions, robust control of vergence properties, like sequential quadratic programming nonlinear systems with IQC-defined components, and more (SQP), to the case of LMI constrained problems. Minimizgenerally, minimization or feasibility problems with Bilinear ing at each step the second order Taylor expansion of the LaMatrix Inequality (BMI) constraints.
grangianof (D) about the current iterate, defines the tangent subppmblem, (T) , whose solution will provide the next iter- analysis will be presented in Section 4. Although more complex than most coordinate descent schemes, the advantages of the new approach are at hand The entire vector z of decision variables is updated at each step, so for instance we do not have to separate Lyapunov and scaling variables from controller variables. Like SQP, SSDP is guaranteed to converge globally, which means, for an arbitrary and possibly remote initial guess, if an appropriate line search or trust region strategy is applied. Being of second order type, the rate of convergence of SSDP is superlinear in aneighborhood of attraction of a local optimum.
In the list of potential techiniques, the reader might be missing an approach via interior-point techniques -perhaps more in the spirit of the age. In fact, in a different context, Jarre 1151 proposes such amethod based on the log-barrier function known from the interior-point approach to the SDP-problem, but does not present any numerical evidence as to the practicality of the approach. Theoretical and practical results are also presented by Leibfritm et al. IS].
Finally, we mention that the interested reader is referred to the full version of this paper [lo] for a comprehensive exposition and numerical examples.
ROBUST GAIN-SCHEDULING CONTROL DESIGN
We wish to design a robust gain-scheduling controller for a plant which depends rationally on the uncertain and scheduled parameters. Consider an LFT plant in standard form described by the state-space equations:
where 4 is called the scheduling function, to be determined as part of the design, such that (2) fulfills the following r e quirements:
The closed-loop system, obtained by substituting (2) into (l), is internally stable.
z is bounded by 7.
eter trajectories 0 E 8.
The &gain of the closed-loop operator mapping w to
The above specifications hold for all admissible paramThe problem at hand is characterized through non-convex matrix inequalities 1191 and is therefore difficult to solve. As we shall see below, the non-convexity of the design p r o b lem may t o some extent be reduced through the Projection Lemma 111, 191. As a result, the solvability conditions are stated back in terms of the original statespace entries in tandem with the Lyapunov and scaling variables, whereas the controller variable K has been eliminated. The mild inconvenience of this is that the actual controller has to be obtained in an extra step using the decision variables in Theorem 2 below. assumed to have a twc-block diagonal structure 0 = diag(0,,0d. Here %(t) represents the scheduled Param-compatible with the block stmcture of 0, and a poir of symeters, measured on-line, 0,(t) the time varying parametric metric matrices ( X , Y ) satisfying the matriz completion conuncertainties, which we allow to vary in a known compact set ditions:
IC of matrices. We call parameters 0 of this form admissible, in tandem with the nonlinear algebmic equality are satisfied. Then there ezists an n-th order gain-scheduling controller K, (n the order of the plant ( l ) ) , and a choice of the scheduling function 4 such that the closed-loop system is internally and robustly stable, and the operator mapping w into z has L2 gain bounded by 7 for all admissible parameter trajectories 0 E 0. As we assume hereafter, condition (7) reduces to a finite condition when 0 is polyhedral and Q is negative definite [19] .
SEQUENTIAL SEMI-DEFINITE PROGRAMMING
In this section we cast the robust gain-scheduling control design problem as an optimization problem and present an algorithmic approach to its solution.
Recall from Theorem 2 that the complet! v:c%r of decision variables for design is z = (7, Q , R, S, Q, R, S, X, Y). We find it notationally useful to point to parts of the vector z by introducing the notation The choice of (T) is understood by inspecting the necessary optimality conditions, which show that the solution Ax of (T) may be considered as the Newton step from the current point z to the new iterate z+ = z + Az. The Lagrange multipliers A+ 2 0 and A+ belonging to the linear constraints in (T) are the updates for A and A. Notice that A+ 3 0 as a consequence of the Knhn-Tucker conditions for (T). Notice further that despite the notation, A does not explicitly a p pear in the Hessian V2L,(z; A, A) of the Lagrangian, a fact which is due to the linearity of A 5 0. On the other hand, due t o nonlinearity of the equality constraint, X appears explicitly in the Hessian of the Lagrangian. Updating A is then still mandatory to obtain the update A+.
Remark. At this stage, we observe that due to the linearity of the LMI constraints, the iterates produced by the SSDP scheme will always satisfy the LMIs, while the nonliiear equality constraint will of course be only approximately satisfied. The fact that we iterate on decision variables satisfying the LMIs is an advantage of our method, since it may render even suboptimal solutions of the optimization problem (D,) useful for the design (cf. the termination phase in the robust control design algorithm presented at the end of this section). 
With this notation, the reduced tangent problem is
Remark. Let us commeit on the convexification of the reduced tangent problem (T). required to obtain an SDP.
Recent trends in optimization indicate that one should dis-
pense with this procedure. It is considered important to take the directions of negative curvature of the (reduced) Hessian where A is the linear part of A. Notice that in general (p) is into account, e.g. by using a trust region strategy, or by not yet an SDP, since the reduced Hessian ZTVZL,Z may be doing sophisticated line searches which combine the Newton indefinite. In order to obtain a convex program, we have to direction and the dominant direction of negative curvature. convexify the reduced Hessian, which may be done in several While the second idea could he at least partially realized, a ways. We comment on these at the end of the section. trust region approach is not feasible as yet in the presence of LMI constraints, as optimizing a non-convex quadratic fuuc-
The correction done, the subproblem is convex and may cas-tion subject to LMk is presently too difficult numerically to ily be transformed into a semi-definite Programming Prob-become a functional scheme. We therefore have to use the lem. Ideally, the solution A? gives rise to a step AX in the well-hown convexification methods used in nonlinear optioriginal tangent problem, and the new iterate z+ is obtained mization over many years 141, as z + Az, but in practice a l i e search using an appropriate merit function is required. For appropriate choices avoid-Observe that in all these procedures, the augmented form The time interval is the more remarkable, as the equality constrained m e was settled much earlier, apparently first by B o g s and Tolle 151 around 1982. Early proofs of the general case existed but always reduced the situation to the equality constrained case under the (unrealistic) assumption of strict complementarity at the optimal pair.
3. D~ a line sear& in direction Azk using an appropriate Inspecting the convergence proofs for Newton's method in merit function and determine the new iterate zk+l 16, 161 shows that they heavily depend on the polyhedrality zk+akAzk, set ~k + 1 = A k + a , (~~-~k )
and AI+' = of the order cone in classical nonlinear programming, so a ~k + a k (~U -A*), Choose so that +:+I and , $!+I natural extension to the present case of SSDP does not seem are nonsingular. near at band. Our present approach is nevertheless inspired by Bonnans's paper 161. It turns out that our method of proof 4. Check the stopping criteria. Either halt, or replace k applies even to more general situations, and we present the method in a fairly general context.
by k + 1 and go back to step 2.
We consider the nonlinear programming problem of the form minimize j ( z ) (P) subject to gE(Z) = 0 s r ( z ) E KO where j : R" + 4 QE : R" + Rm and g1 : Rn + RP are C'-functions, K is a cone in RP, and KO is its polar cone defined as KO = {y E Rp : ( z ,~) 5 Ofor eachz E K}.
In the classical nonlinear programming case K = 4, KO = E : , the constraint g&) E KO becomes g3(z) _< 0 componentwise, while in the semi-delinite case W E S', (with p = r(r + l)/Z), the space of symmetric r x r-matrices, K = S;, (with K" = S l ) , the cone of positive semi-definite matrices, the constraint g , ( x ) E K" means that the matrix g . ( z ) is negative semidelinite. We use the notation (., .) for the scalar product employed, since this may include the classical case (2, y) = E, z,y,, as well as (2, y) = trace(z . y) in the semi-delinite case. The adjoint of an operator A with respect to this scalar product is denoted A', derivatives with respect to (., .) in the z-variable are indicated by primes. N& tice also that g , ( z ) was an affine matrix valued function in our applications, but we prefer to include the general nonlinear case, as applications of this type are eminent.
We suppose that Z is a local minimum of (P) and that there exists a Lagrange multiplier X = ( X E , XI) satisfying the necessary optimality condition 
( K T ) (2) SE(*) = '
Observe that the existence of X is guaranteed under a weak regularity assumption, like for instance Robinson's constraint qualification hypothesis (cf. (181). The Lagrangian associated with (P) is
The aim of the following analysis is to give m5cient conditions for local quadratic or superlinear convergence of the sequence (zk, A").
Remark. The usual choice of quasi Newton methods is easily obtained from our scheme by approximating the Hessian L"(zk;Ak) of the Lagrangian of (P) by a matrix M*. In order to account for modifications of L"(zk; Ak) like convexifications as proposed in our experimental section, we include the quasi-Newton approach into our convergence analysis. We shall use the notation (Tk(Mk)) for the modified tangent problem with M k replacing the Hessian of the Lagrangian.
0
Inspecting classical approaches for the usual polyhedral cone in nonlinear programming shows that local convergence of Newton's method usually requires two types of hypothesis, (a) the second order sufficient optimality condition, and (b) a constraint qualification. As we mentioned before, a third type of condition, strict complementarity, is often used but should be avoided, since it is artificial as a rule. At the core is the second order su5cient optimality condition, saying that the Hessian of the Lagrangian L"(Z;x) is positive definite along critical directions. We adopt the definition of critical directions from 118, 61, which in the presence of a multiplier leads to the following:
Definition. The direction h # 0 is critical at Z with respect to the Lagrange multiplier X if With these auxiliary results, we are now ready to state our H a 1996. local convergence theorem for Newton's method.
Theorem 9. Let (2,X) be a Kuhn-Tucker pair for ( P ) satisfying the second order suficient optimality condition,
